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How do I select a Quest level from the Quest map? 

The Quest map is the central hub used to navigate between and embark on new quests.  
  

For Extended mode:  
Within the City in the Clouds, you can access the Quest map by using the MAP signs or the Teleporter. 

 You can access the Quest map by walking up to a MAP sign and pressing CTRL. 

 Alternatively, open the Quest map using the Teleporter by pressing T on your keyboard, then, using the up 

and down arrow keys, select Map and press CTRL. 

For Quickplay mode: 

 You can access the Quest map by selecting the MAP option at the top right-hand corner of most screens. 
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How do I select a Quest level from the Quest map? 

Within the Quest map, quests are categorised in the following hierarchy level: Module > Topic > Concept (quest). For 
example, the Common nouns quest location would be Grammar > Nouns > Common nouns quest. 
 
Where applicable, the text menu as well as the Quest map landforms can be selected to navigate to your desired quest 
location. 
 

To select a Quest: 

 

Select the Grammar, Punctuation, Spelling, Vocabulary or Reading Comprehension module to explore 

available topics. 

 

Please note: Reading Comprehension is not available through Quickplay mode. 

 

 Select a topic to explore available concepts. 
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How do I select a Quest level from the Quest map? 

 Select a concept to choose a quest. 

 

 To begin your quest in Extended mode, select LAUNCH QUEST; in Quickplay mode, select CONTINUE. 

Extended mode  Quickplay mode 
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How do I complete a duel? 

Duelling is a feature in Knowledge Quest Quickplay and Extended modes. 
 
A duel is a battle of knowledge between you and a monster within a quest. As you progress through the game, your 
character earns more powerful and special abilities that can be changed, rearranged and used in a duel. 
 

To complete a duel: 

 Extended Mode: To initiate a duel within a Quest, approach a monster and press CTRL on your 

keyboard.  Quickplay Mode: You will automatically engage with a monster when you launch a level. 

 Carefully read the overarching question – this question will remain the same throughout the duel. 

 Select the attack you wish to use. The default base damage attack will be used if you do not select a 

different attack. You can roll over or tap each Ability (both your own and your foe's) for information 

about each Ability. 
 

 Select your answer. If you select the wrong answer, you will be able to reattempt the question until 

you select the correct answer. 
 

 Each correct answer causes the monster to lose health. The more attempts it takes to select the 

correct answer, the less damage you will do to the monster. To win the duel, you must decrease the 

monster’s health to zero. 

 

 
You will automatically progress within the game when you have won the duel. 
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What is the difference between Extended mode and Quickplay mode? 
 
All Knowledge Quest players have access to two modes of play within the Knowledge Quest game – Extended mode 
and Quickplay mode. Both modes of the game stem from the same hierarchy of content and Skillmastery questions, 
which allows them to be used in the classroom and at home while maintaining core continuity between both modes. 
 
Please note: If you launch Knowledge Quest on an iPad or tablet device, the game will automatically be in Quickplay 
mode. 
 
Quickplay mode overview: 
Quickplay mode is our iPad- and tablet-compatible gameplay mode. In Quickplay, students test their Skillmastery by 
duelling a series of monsters, and prove their Skillmastery through a NAPLAN-style test. The more quests they 
complete, the more rewards they unlock. 
 
Extended mode overview: 
Extended mode is our immersive, story-driven gameplay mode. In Extended mode, students use their keyboard to run, 
jump and explore different lands to help save the City in the Clouds. Each quest includes videos, text-based 
interactivities, duels, environmental challenges, and NAPLAN-style Skillmastery tests. The more points the player earns, 
the more rewards they unlock. 
 

 Quickplay mode Extended mode 

Direct KQ workbook correspondence   

 

Grammar module   

Punctuation module   

Spelling module   

Vocabulary module   

Reading Comprehension module X  

 

Video tutorials   

Text-based interactives X  

Environmental challenges X  

NAPLAN-style Skillmastery test   

 

Reward unlocks   

 

Teacher Edition connection   

 

Estimated Quest length 10 mins 20–30 mins 

iPad/tablet compatible  X 
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What is Skillmastery? 

In Quickplay mode and Extended mode, Skillmastery is a NAPLAN-style multiple-choice quiz that players have to 
complete in order to finish the quest and gain rewards. Skillmastery consists of six multiple-choice questions of varying 
levels of difficulty: two easy, two medium, and two of hard difficulty level. 
 
In both Quickplay and Extended modes, the Skillmastery test is given to the player at the end of a level - once the player 
has won their third duel in Quickplay mode, or once they have completed their quest objectives in Extended mode. 
 

To complete the Skillmastery test: 

 Select BEGIN to start the test. 

 

 The question number, difficulty level and progressive score are displayed at the top of the screen. 

 All questions are multiple choice, with the four answer options and their corresponding letter displayed 

on the left of the screen. 

 Select the letter corresponding to the answer you wish to submit. 
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What is Skillmastery? 

 Once you have answered the question, you will receive a feedback screen. Select NEXT QUESTION to 

advance to the next question. 

 

  
Once you have answered all six Skillmastery questions, you will be returned to the end of your current 
quest and any rewards you have unlocked will be displayed.  
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What is included in a Quickplay mode quest? 

A quest within Knowledge Quest, Quickplay mode consists of several components that have been designed to test and 
teach the player.  
 

Once a quest has been selected in Quickplay mode: 

 The player is shown a concept screen that provides a quick overview of the selected concept, including 

basic examples and key information.  

 

 Upon progressing, the player is challenged with three monster duels that escalate in their level of difficulty. 
The player must win all three duels to progress to the final Skillmastery quiz.  
 

 

  

If the player fails to defeat the monster in any duel, they are given the option of watching a video tutorial 

that explains the current concept in further detail. 
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What is included in a Quickplay mode quest? 
 
 Once the player has defeated all three monsters, they must complete a NAPLAN-style Skillmastery test in 

order to finish their current quest. Skillmastery consists of six multiple-choice questions of varying levels of 

difficulty: two easy, two medium, and two of hard difficulty level. The player’s test score affects their 

allocated points and the trophy they are awarded for the quest. 
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What is included in an Extended mode quest? 
 
A quest within Knowledge Quest, Extended mode consists of several components that have been designed to test and 
teach the player. 
 

Each Extended mode quest consists of the following core elements: 
 

Concept screen and video tutorial 
 
The concept screen provides a quick reference or overview of 
the concept being addressed in the current quest. An 
animated video tutorial is available to explain the concept in 
more depth, with additional examples of usage. 
 

 

Environmental challenges 
 
Environmental challenges are found throughout Extended 
mode quests. These challenges test English knowledge as well 
as the player’s ability to move and jump. Environmental 
challenges are always set at the easiest level of difficulty. 
 

 

Text-based interactives 
 
Text-based training activities are delivered through the KIBU 
(Knowledge Intelligence Base Unit). These activities increase 
in difficulty and generally test knowledge of the concept by 
applying it in sentences and paragraphs. 
 

 

Duelling 
 
A series of monsters challenge the player throughout the 
quest. The number of monsters that the player must defeat is 
presented as part of the level’s objectives. 
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What is included in an Extended mode quest? 
 

Skillmastery test 
 
Once the player has met their objectives, they are presented 
with a NAPLAN-style Skillmastery test. This test consists of six 
multiple-choice questions of varying levels of difficulty: two 
easy, two medium, and two of hard difficulty level. The player 
must complete this test to prove their Skillmastery and finish 
the quest. 
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JacarandaPLUS quickstart guide for new users 

JacarandaPLUS (JacPLUS) is the online home of all our digital products, and their associated resources, for students and 
teachers.  
 
To access your digital products and resources, simply log on to www.jacplus.com.au using your existing JacPLUS login 
and enter your product’s unique registration code to activate each title. If you are new to JacPLUS, follow three easy 
steps below. 
 

Step 1. Create a user account 
The first time you use the JacPLUS system, you will need to create a user account. Go to the JacarandaPLUS home page 
(www.jacplus.com.au), select the Create Account button and follow the onscreen instructions. You can then use your 
nominated email address and password to log into the JacPLUS system. 

 
Please note: Only one JacPLUS account is needed to register and access all your digital Jacaranda products (including 
eBookPLUS, studyON, assessON, myWorld Atlas, SpyClass and Knowledge Quest) and their associated digital resources.  
 

 
For more information and step-by-step guidance on how to create a JacPLUS account, please click here. 
 

Step 2. Enter your registration code 
Once you have logged in, to activate your digital products enter your unique registration code for each digital product 
by selecting Add a new title from the top of your bookshelf page. 
 
Registration codes can be found in the front of your Jacaranda printed text book or studyON booklet, or, if you have 
purchased a digital-only product, on the back of the online subscription card. 
 
For more information and step-by-step guidance on how to add new digital products to your bookshelf, please click 
here. 
 

Step 3. Access your digital products and resources 
Once activated, digital products will appear as entries in your bookshelf. Simply select the cover image of the digital 
product to launch the title. 

 
For a full overview of the JacPLUS bookshelf and features, please click here. 

Select the articles below if you would like further information on getting started: 
 What are the system and browser requirements for accessing JacPLUS? 

 What types of Jacaranda digital products and resources are available? 

 How do I connect to my teacher? 

 General JacPLUS support 
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Forgotten your JacPLUS password? 

 
If you have forgotten your password, select Forgotten password?  

 

 

 
When the Forgotten password form loads, enter your registered email address in the Email field. 

 
Enter the security text – exactly as it appears – in the text field directly below. 

 
Select Reset my password to have a password reset link emailed to you. Check your email account for 

the email containing your password reset link. 

 
Please note: If you cannot locate an email from JacPLUS support in your inbox, try checking your junk mail folder. 
 
If you do not receive an email with a link to reset your password, please contact us. 
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Jacplus troubleshooting tips 

If you are having issues accessing your JacPLUS online products, try some of our common troubleshooting tips: 
 
 

For login issues: 
 Double check that you are entering the correct username and/or password. Your JacPLUS username is the 

email address that you registered with your account. 

 If you have multiple JacPLUS accounts, you might be mixing up the username and passwords. 

 Type in your username and password manually, instead of using copy and paste or letting your browser auto-

fill the username or password fields. 

 Make sure that there are no blank spaces at the start or the end of your username or password. 

 Passwords are case-sensitive so if you have any capital letters in your password, remember to enter these 

capitals. 

 Do not use the Remember me function if you are having trouble logging in - it might be remembering the 

‘incorrect’ details you may have entered. 

 If you have forgotten your JacPLUS password, use the Forgotten password? feature from the JacPLUS 

homepage; JacPLUS will email you with a link to reset your password. 

 

For digital product issues (after logging in):  

 Try logging out of your JacPLUS account and logging back in 

 Close your browser and re-open your browser. 

 Clear your cache / temporary internet files & cookies – this can often help any loading issues by refreshing 

your browser  

- For more information and step-by-step guidance on clearing your cache, please click here. 

 Close all extra browser tabs. 

 Try a different browser. 

- For more information on JacPLUS system requirements and recommended browsers, please click here. 

 

Still stuck or need further information? Contact our support team:  
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